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[A. The Data] The Stata data�le mines_data_problemset_2018.dta contains annual

information on outputs, inputs, and input prices from 334 copper mines for the period 1992-

2010 (19 years). The set of inputs includes labor (number of workers), capital (maximum

capacity in physical units), electricity consumption (in physical units), fuel consumption (in

physical units), and materials (in dollars). There is also information on the mine�s annual ore

grade (percentage of copper in mined ore), ore reserves, and input prices for labor, electricity,

and fuel. The production of copper has two main stages: extraction of ore from the mine; and

processing of the ore (in multiple sub-stages) until obtaining pure copper (99.9% of purity).

At the extraction stage, it is important to distinguish between open pit and underground

mines. At the processing stage, there are two main technologies: Pyrometallurgical (that

here and in the dataset we denote as �Conc�), and Hydrometallurgical (that we denote as

�SXEW�). Most mines use only one the two technologies, but a few mines use both. The

datasets contains annual information on outputs, inputs, and input prices for each of the

two technologies.

We assume that the production function is Cobb-Douglas in terms of labor, capital, fuel,

electricity, materials, and ore grade. The parameters in the production function can be

di¤erent for the �Conc�and the �SXEW�processing technologies.

Question 1. Obtain the Pooled OLS estimator and the Fixed E¤ects (Within-Groups)

estimator for the following production functions: (a) with only labor and capital as inputs

and restricting the two technologies to have the same parameters; (b) with labor, capital,

electricity, fuel, materials, and grade as inputs and restricting the two technologies to have

the same parameters; (c) with only labor and capital as inputs and allowing for di¤erent

parameters in the two technologies; and (d) with labor, capital, electricity, fuel, materials,

and grade as inputs and allowing for di¤erent parameters in the two technologies. Include

time dummies in all the estimations. Comment the results.

[B. First order conditions of optimality for variable inputs] Suppose that these

mines are price takers in the input markets. Consider that the variable inputs are labor,
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fuel, electricity, and materials. Ignoring investment and entry/exit decisions, the value of

mine i at period t is

Vit = Pt qit �wit xit + � EVi;t+1(rit � qit)

where Pt is the price of copper in the international market; qit is mine i�s output; xit �
(nit; fit; eit;mit) and wit � (wnit; w

f
it; w

e
it; w

m
it ) are vectors with the amounts and the prices

of variable inputs, respectively; � is the discount factor; EVit(:) is the continuation value

function that depends on the remaining reserves of copper in the mine, ri;t+1 = rit� qit. The
�rst order condition of optimality with respect to the variable inputs implies that:
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The term @Pt
@qit

+ Pt is the marginal revenue. The term �� @EVi;t+1
@ri;t+1

represents the (negative)

e¤ect of current output on the future value of the mine through the depletion of reserves.

Note that the term
h
@Pt
@qit

+ Pt � � @EVi;t+1
@ri;t+1

i
is the same for the marginal conditions of all the

variable inputs. Therefore, though the model is dynamic, the following "static" conditions

for cost minimization hold:
@qit=@xit
@qit=@nit

=
wit

wnit
Given the Cobb-Douglas production function, we obtain:

�e
�n
=
weit eit
wnit nit

;
�f
�n
=
wfit fit
wnit nit

;
�m
�n

=
wmit mit

wnit nit

Question 2. Given these expressions, obtain simple estimates for the parameters
�e
�n
,
�f
�n
,

and
�m
�n

using mean of the expenditure ratios. Obtain estimates pooling together the two

technologies, and also allowing for di¤erent parameters in the two technologies. Comment

the results.

[C. Acknowledging the existence of unobserved components in the cost of variable

inputs] Note that the model in Question 2 implies that the expenditure shares (e.g., weit
eit=w

n
it nit) should be constant across mines and over time because the � parameters are

constant. This restriction is obviously rejected by the data. A simple way to extend the

model to explain this discrepancy is to consider that the is a component in the unit cost of
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a variable input that is not included in the expenditure that is observed by the researcher.

More speci�cally, suppose that the unit cost of a variable input xit (i.e., where x represents

either labor, fuel, electricity, or materials) is expf�xitgwxit, where �xit is a random variable

that is unobservable to the researcher. Then, for any variable input x we have that
�x
�n

=

expf�xitgwxit xit
expf�nitgwnit nit

, or in logarithms:

ln (wxit xit=w
n
it nit) = �x + (�

n
it � �xit)

where �x � ln
�
�x
�n

�
. We assume that the error terms �nit � �xit have zero mean.

Question 3. Given this equation, obtain estimates of the parameters �e, �f , and �m, and of

the standard deviation of the unobservables (�nit�� eit), (�nit��
f
it), and (�

n
it��mit ). Obtain these

estimates pooling together the two technologies, and also allowing for di¤erent parameters

in the two technologies. Comment the results.

[D. �Aggregating�variable inputs in the production function]. Given the results from

Question 3, consider the following representation of the Cobb-Douglas production function:

ln qit = �n n
�
it + �k ln kit + �g ln git + !it

where n�it � lnnit + expfb�eg ln eit + expfb�fg ln fit + expfb�mg lnmit, and b�e, b�f , and b�m
represents the estimates in Question 2.

Question 4. Using this speci�cation, obtain the Fixed E¤ect (Within-Groups) estimator

of the parameters �n, �k, and �g: (a) restricting the two technologies to have the same

parameters; and (b) allowing for di¤erent parameters in the two technologies. Include time

dummies in all the estimations. Comment the results.

Question 5. Consider the speci�cation of the production in Question 4. Obtain the

following estimators of the parameters �n, �k, and �g: (i) Blundell-Bond estimator with

non-serially correlated transitory shock; (ii) Blundell-Bond estimator with AR(1) transitory

shock; (iii) Olley-Pakes (using � ln kit as investment); and (iv) Levinshon-Petrin using ma-

terials. Obtain estimates both restricting the two technologies to have the same parameters,

and allowing for di¤erent parameters. Comment the results. Based on these results, select

your preferred estimates of the production function parameters. Explain your choice.
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[E. Decomposition of Aggregate Industry TFP growth]. Following (among others)

Foster, Haltiwanger, and Syverson (AER, 2008), de�ne the industry-level productivity at

period t as:

lnAt �
NX
i=1

sit !it

where sit = qit=Qt is the share of mine i in total industry output at year t. Consider the

following decomposition of industry productivity growth.

� lnAt =
NX
i=1

si;t�1 �!it| {z } +

NX
i=1

�sit !i;t�1| {z }
Within Reallocation

Also, the reallocation component of productivity growth can be decomposed into three com-

ponents: the contribution of continuing �rms (si;t�1 > 0 and sit > 0), new entrants (si;t�1 = 0

and sit > 0), and exiting �rms (si;t�1 > 0 and sit = 0).

NX
i=1

�sit !i;t�1| {z } =
Reallocation

=
X

si;t�1>0 & sit>0

�sit !i;t�1| {z } +
X

si;t�1=0 & sit>0

�sit !i;t�1| {z } +
X

si;t�1>0 & sit=0

�sit !i;t�1| {z }
Continuing New Entrants Exits

Question 6. Based on your estimates in Question 5, obtain the estimated Total Factor

Productivity, !it, for every observation in the sample. Then, obtain the time-series of the

industry productivity growth � lnAt and of its four components in the previous decom-

position: Within, Reallocation-Continuing, Reallocation-Entrants, and Reallocation-Exits.

Present �gures with these time series. Comment the results.

Question 7. [Calculating Marginal Costs]. The variable cost function of a mine is the

minimum cost of the variable inputs to produce an amount of output, taking as given input

prices, the �xit costs, capital stock, ore grade, and total factor productivity.

(a) Show that the marginal cost function of this model has the following form:

MCit = cit q
(1��)=�
it
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where cit represents the exogenous component of the marginal cost function; and � � �n +
�e + �f + �m.

(b) Obtain the expression of cit in terms of variable input prices, � 0s, capital stock, ore

grade, TFP, and production function parameters.

(c) Show that, given the estimation results in Questions 3 and 5, all the parameters and

the variables that enter in the variable cit are known to the researcher except for the labor

cost variable �nit. More speci�cally, show that:

ln cit = lnecit + � �nit
where lnecit is known given the estimation results in Questions 3 and 5.
Question 8. [Decomposition of the growth in industry Marginal Cost]. Assume

(for the moment) that �nit = 0, and use lnecit + (1� �)=� ln qit to measure lnMCit. Repeat
the decomposition exercise in Question 6 but now for the evolution of the industry average

marginal cost. That is, de�ne the industry marginal cost at period t as:

lnMCt �
NX
i=1

sit lnMCit

and decompose the evolution of lnMCt into four components: within, reallocation-continuing,

reallocation-entrants, and reallocation-exits. Present �gures with these time series. Com-

ment the results.

[F. Equilibrium and Counterfactual Experiments]. We are interested in studying

how di¤erent demand shocks (e.g., increasing demand from China) and supply shocks (e.g.,

changes in input prices, TFP, depletion of ore grade) have contributed to the observed

evolution of the price of copper and the aggregate world production during the sample

period . Question 10 below describes the speci�c counterfactual experiments that we want

to obtain. To implement these counterfactual experiments, we need to complete the model

with an speci�cation of the demand function, and with an equilibrium model for �rms�

quantities.

We consider that the equation that describes the world demand for copper is isoelastic:

lnQt =  lnPt + "t, where "t is an aggregate demand shock. Based on empirical evidence

and estimates from other studies, we consider that the demand-price elasticity is  = �0:4.
It is well-known that the demand for copper is very inelastic because it basically does not

have close substitutes in most of its applications (aluminium is the closer substitute).
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For the equilibrium, we assume that �rms compete ala Nash-Cournot. For the sake

simplicity, in this problem set we make several (strong and not innocuous) simplifying as-

sumptions: (1) we ignore that mines�output decisions are dynamic (i.e., we ignore here the

depletion e¤ect); and (2) we ignore the ownership structure of these mines (i.e., some com-

panies own multiple mines). Under these conditions, the �rst order condition of optimality

for the amount of output of a mine (i.e., marginal revenue equal to marginal cost) becomes:

Pt(Qt)

�
1 +
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qit
Qt

�
= cit q

(1��)=�
it

where Pt(Qt) = Q
1=
t expf�"t=g is the inverse demand function. We use these conditions

to compute the equilibrium of the model under a counterfactual scenario.

Question 9. Given these Nash-Cournot equilibrium conditions, estimate the value of �nit as

a residual in this equation. Given �nit, obtain the values of �
e
it, �

f
it, and �

m
it (remeber that we

have already estimated �nit��xit in Question 3). According to the model, the logarithm of the
unit cost of variable input x is lnwxit + �

x
it. For every variable input x, obtain the variance

ratio V ar(�xit)=V ar(lnw
x
it + �

x
it). Comment the results. Are these variance ratios plausible?

Why/why not?

[G. Fixed-point algorithm for the computation of a Nash-Cournot equilibrium].

The system of Nt equations (as many as activity �rms at period t) that characterize a Nash-

Cournot equilibrium in this model at period t can be represented as the following �xed-point

problem:

lnqt = Ft (lnqt)

where lnqt is the Nt � 1 vector with elements ln qit for every mine i active at year t; and
Ft (lnqt) is a vector of Nt functions, fF1t; F2t; :::; FNttg such that, for every mine i:

Fit (lnqt) � �0it + �1 lnQ[lnqt] + �2
�
1 +

1



qit
Q[lnqt]

�
with �0it � �=(1 � �)[�"t= � ln cit], �1 � �=(1 � �), �2 � �=(1 � �), and Q[lnqt] is the
industry output function, Q[lnqt] =

PNt
i=1 expfln qitg. We can obtain the equilibrium value

lnqt by applying the Fixed-Point algorithm to the mapping lnq = Ft (lnq). Given an initial

value of lnq, say lnq0, at each iteration k we update this vector using lnqk = Ft
�
lnqk�1

�
.

We iterate until
lnqk � lnqk�1 is smaller than a small constant.
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[H. Counterfactual experiments]. By construction, the vector of quantities lnqt that we

observe in the data should satisfy the equilibrium condition lnqt = Ft (lnqt) when the vector

of functions Ft(:) are constructed using the estimated parameters and residuals (remember

that we have constructed �nit as a residual to satisfy these equilibrium conditions in the data).

We are interested in computing the equilibrium lnq�t associated to a vector of functions F
�
t (:)

that consists in some "counterfactual" variation of the original mapping Ft(:) in the DGP.

We are interested in three counterfactual experiments.

(Experiment 1). No aggregate demand shocks. The equilibrium mapping F�t (:)

is constructed using the counterfactual demand shocks "�t = " for every period t,

where " = T�1
PT

t=1 "t.

(Experiment 2). No aggregate cost shocks. The equilibrium mapping F�t (:) is

constructed using the counterfactual cost shocks ln c�it = ln cit � ln ct + ln c for
every (i; t), where ln ct = N�1

t

PNt
i=1 ln cit and ln c = T

�1PT
t=1 ln ct.

(Experiment 3). No cross-sectional heterogeneity in (exogenous) marginal costs.

The equilibriummappingF�t (:) is constructed using the counterfactual cost shocks

ln c�it = ln ct for every (i; t), where ln ct = N
�1
t

PNt
i=1 ln cit.

Question 10. For each of these three experiments, compute the Nash-Cournot equilibrium

at every period t and present �gures for the time-series of the predicted fP �t ; Q�tg. Comment
the results. Based on these experiments, what are the main factors that explain the sharp

increase in copper prices between 2003 and 2006?
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